H = HiDH2D ■ ■ ■ DHtDHt+i= {e}, t = 2, has the property that H/H2 is of order p2, and 77l/771+i is of order p, i = 2, 3, • • • , t. Thus, the center of 77 is 77t whose order is p. It seems natural to ask whether one can have a nilpotent group G whose G,-, i^2, is a £-group of maximal class where Clearly, each G,-, 2^i^r -1, is a ^-group of G.
Theorem.
A nonabelian group whose center is either a cyclic group of order p (a prime) or a cyclic group of infinite order cannot be a ^f-group of a nilpotent group G. For the case of Z(T7) being a cyclic group of order p, n^O mod p implies xn9£e and x^j^e for any positive integer m. For the case of Z(77) being a cyclic group of infinite order, ra^O implies xn^e and xn"^e either for any positive integer m. Hence, in either case, the lower central series of G will never reach identity. That is a contradiction to G being nilpotent. Hence we have gxg~~1=x for every gEG,
i.e. xEZ(G) and Z(H)QZ(G).
Since G/Z(H) is nilpotent, we have its lower central series: When u and j> go through G, y commutes with every generator of G2. Hence, yEZ(G2).
In particular, y commutes with every element in 7T since HQG2. This means y£Z(77). That is a contradiction.
Hence, T7 cannot be a 'J'-group of a nilpotent group G.
